Ground analysis of artifacts in their everyday environments. Kaprow was also interested in the environments surrounding art works, arguing that, particularly with performance art, audiences should be given assignments and comprise part of the total context. Such performances were typically non-linear narratives, with audiences involved in the action, and would usually include improvisational elements. McLuhan encouraged Mansaram to pursue this initiative, despite being unable to attend himself, as he was going to be a visiting professor at Fordham University in New York during the 1967-68 academic year as the Albert Schweitzer Chair in the Humanities. McLuhan later connected East-West convergence to the hippie movement, with its predilection for psychedelic drugs, electronic technology and media:
I think the problem about the East/West Happening is that it is very difficult to find a difference between the East and West. The West is so eager to appear Eastern in everything and is so keen on the inner trip. In the Electric Age, by the way, in the Electric Age the whole world is taking the inner trip; because of the circuit, the feedback, the electric technology is psychedelic. In a personal email to the author of this essay, Eric McLuhan identified this as being one of the Songs of Pogo on a record by Walt Kelly, an American animator and cartoonist who initially worked for Walt Disney and later created the Pogo comic strip for Dell Comics (Stern "We Have Met the Enemy"). The text contains errors, as Mansaram's intention was to communicate the idea that "the medium is the message": that the overall form and ground of an artifact are its transformational elements far more than its content. The last line -"HOW HIGH BROWSE THOU, BROWN COW?"-is a take on a speech exercise used in the U.S. South In the early 20th century, to train a speaker in forming vowels: "How now brown cow?" Again, as Mansaram informed that author of this essay during a personal interview, McLuhan wrote the quotes on the collage in pencil and then Mansaram highlighted the letters with a marker to make them legible. This appears on the right side, just above McLuhan's signature, but the phrase is upside down to the viewer; "heals" is crossed out and "heels" is substituted above it. The phrase is a rearrangement of the aphorism "Time heals all wounds. " According to the online Quote Investigator Garson O'Toole ("Time Wounds All Heels"), Groucho Marx delivered the phrase in the 1940 film Go West, but the expression had already been in circulation at least since 1934.
Mansaram provided the rest of the collage images, as well as the non-English texts-almost two dozen elements. The dark strip of fabric along the top, with its motif of birds and flowers, occupies about 20 percent of the collage, representing nature or, in the artist's words, the "master controller of the world. " Farther down on the right side are a peacock, a potted plant, and another flower, once again symbols of the natural ecology; another flower occupies the centre of the collage, to the right of the dome. There are several symbols of the divine: at bottom centre is a representation of the pre-Vedas Indian god of the wind, Varun; to its left is a generic image of a god; to its left is a 3-D postcard of Jesus Christ; finally, the dome just to the left of centre represents temples, synagogues, or churches. Miscellaneous elements include a sword or dagger, which might represent defense, justice, or punishment-all of which guard civilization; at the bottom, to the right of centre, is a segment of text from a Toronto Greek newspaper; immediately above the dome, and slightly to its right, is a large colourful lottery poster from India, depicting pictures of two well-known Indian actresses of the time, with rows of little envelopes containing rewards to be won by shooting a pellet gun at balloons mounted on a board; there is a manuscript with an X through it to the right of HELP BEAUTIFY JUNKYARDS, with the X signifying the irrelevance of content, in other words, that "the medium is the message. "
The irrelevance of content is also represented by the text that looks like Hindi or other Eastern script, but is meaningless scribbles, just below the right-hand section of the dark bird/ flower motif band along the top. The same applies to the upside-down scribbles, just above the dagger's handle. The textual images in English, pseudo-Hindi, and Greek represent the Gutenberg era of print literacy. In 2011, Mansaram added representations of electronic media to signify a new communication era: the brown circle below the centre and slightly to the left is a compact disk (CD), below it and to the left is the first iPhone, and to its left is a pre-Xerox blueprint used by architects. Above the blue patch and the compact disk are four TV sets in a row. The first and third from the left display flower images, a juxtaposition of nature and technology; the second has side doors closed over the picture tube, and the fourth has a black X over it, again suggesting the irrelevance of the programming that appears on it-"the medium is the message. " 
Mcluhan's Take on the Collage Art Form
On a page that is untitled and unpaginated, preceding page one of the Prologue to The Gutenberg Galaxy (1962), McLuhan wrote of his "mosaic or field approach, " stating that it represents Mansaram and Marshall McLuhan (1969, with new elements added in 2011) "the galaxy or constellation of events" in a "mosaic of perpetually interacting forms that have undergone kaleidoscopic transformationparticularly in our own time. " That is an apt description for Mansaram and McLuhan's Rear View Mirror 74, which represents elements from the converging cultures of India and the West, including aspects of their natural ecologies, media ecologies, and religious symbols. Elena Lamberti argues that meaning from such a mosaic assemblage is acquired:
… through the interplay with its own ground. By doing so, a pattern gets created and in turn revealed through our active observation. Pattern recognition is the way we approach all mosaics: we look for the overall design that the assemblage of the various tesserae brings to light, something which transcends their mere sum.
(xxviii)
Such mosaic structure forces viewers to employ pattern recognition, to pay attention to the total design, and to participate in the process of deriving meaning from what they are experiencing. It promotes active engagement, rather than the passive and detached observation that is characteristic of representational art. We live in an acoustic space … like discarnate minds floating in the magnetic cities of radio, television and satellites. …Our world is a great multimedia poem. To understand this world we must study its processes, investigate their effects to recognize their causes: to program our future … Perhaps our one possible approach may be of mosaic type or collage, rather than a lineal one of logical demonstration. (Nevitt and Maurice McLuhan 231)
The art of the previous Gutenberg era of print had been mostly representational: street scenes, natural landscapes or seascapes, and portraits that were identifiable as such. The introduction of perspective, around the same time in the mid-15th century as Gutenberg's invention of moveable type, enhanced the lifelikeness of this representationality (McLuhan, Gutenberg Galaxy). Just as the linearity of typeset printed pages endowed readers with a fixed point of view, perspective in art made "the single eye the centre of the visible world" with everything converging on it "to the vanishing point of infinity" (Berger 16 ).
Yet electronic media substituted simultaneity or all-at-onceness for linearity and ABC-mindedness, and acoustic space for visual space, thus eliminating perspective and the possibility of a fixed point of view. Representational art was no longer reflective of electronic media, satellites, space flight, and new conceptions of space/time that they stimulated. Abstract art in its non-representationality provided one solution, and the ancient art of collage provided another. D' Amico explains why mosaic and its application to collage art appealed to McLuhan:
Mosaic emphasizes that all elements together create the total effect. As for collage, the association, arrangement and juxtaposition of objects, phrases, different concepts, both heterogeneous and absurd, that comment upon and influence each other, all of this has very close affinities with concepts of chance, accident or "serendipity" (making accidental discoveries of valuable, but unsought, knowledge), important concepts in present science and culture. Marshall McLuhan, a cultural medievalist by training, was especially interested in the lower three of the seven liberal arts of the medieval educational curriculum: grammar, rhetoric, and logic. He was aware of medieval artistic expression beyond the literary, including the pre-Renaissance mosaic art that followed the Byzantine practice of decorating walls and ceilings with tesserae. Art historian Alexander Nagel explains that the medieval mosaic represented for McLuhan "a mode of apprehension" that integrated the full human sensorium of vision, hearing, taste, smell, and even touch, whereas Western representational art biased perception in favour of the eye and sequential vision:
Mosaics engaged an integrated medieval "sensory ratio" where the visual was not disconnected from the other senses and if anything was subordinated to the "audile" and "tactile" forms … [In] The Gutenberg Galaxy, [he wrote that the mosaic is] "a multidimensional world of inter structural resonance"-in contradiction to modern perspective, which was "an abstract illusion built on the intense separation of the visual from the other senses. (160)
Indeed, McLuhan found "the mosaic mode of being relevant in the new age of electronic media, which were exploding the bounds of a mechanically understood world, putting things once again into multiple relation across space and time" (Nagel 160) .
Mansaram also related a relevant side note to this essay's author: at the opening of his 2012 exhibition of collages at the J. (19) . This idea of the arts as being defensive and prophetic elevates the importance of the arts well above the common idea of its being mere self-expression for artists and aesthetic enjoyment for viewers.
McLuhan developed his art-as-early-warning-system metaphor into the Distant Early Warning system, or DEW Line, referring to the defensive system of radar stations installed Influenced by Edward T. Hall, McLuhan held that the "ground rules, the pervasive structure, the overall pattern eludes perception" by those living in it, "except in so far as there is an anti-environment or counter-situation constructed to provide a means of direct attention" (qtd. in E. McLuhan and Gordon 4). In other words, those living in any environment are oblivious to it, as the one thing they can never see is the element through which they move: "we don't know who discovered water, but we're pretty sure it wasn't a fish" (qtd. in S. McLuhan and Staines 106).
Anti-environments are important for their capacity to raise subliminal and hidden environments to conscious awareness, the first step in "understanding media" and thereby gaining control over them. How much of what has been described in this theoretical discussion of McLuhan's views on the relationship between artists and society did the media scholar see in the artistic work of Mansaram? Clearly, he principally saw it as a convergence of Eastern and Western cultures and sensibilities, a subset of his global village idea that he described in The Gutenberg Galaxy: "The new electronic interdependence recreates the world in the image of a global village" (31). As in a village, people were becoming more aware of each other because of television, movies, radio, telephones, and affordable global travel:
Ours is a brand-new world of all-at-onceness. "Time" has ceased, "space" has vanished. We now live in a "global village" … a simultaneous happening. black-and-white or hand-painted photographs, and 125 supporting documents including exhibit posters, postcards, and pamphlets, with more items to be assessed and counted. Why this recognition from a museum, rather than Canada's major art galleries? The ROM clearly acknowledges and declares its purpose in its mission statement: "to be a champion for the natural and cultural worlds; to serve as a forum for our diverse communities; and to create knowledge that contributes to a better future" ("Purpose and Strategic Objectives"). Canada's major art galleries might still need to do more to acknowledge Canada's multicultural diversity through their collections, or so it seems by examining the example of Mansaram's heretofore neglect. 
